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AN EXCEPTIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Join us in a world where obstacles are overcome, records are broken 
and you encounter the best. 

x-bionic® sphere is a unique, one million metre multipurpose centre that 
provides professional conditions for 27 different Olympic sports. In the 
summer of 2016 it became an Olympic training centre for the Slovak 
Republic. The complex includes one of the world’s largest and most 
modern equestrian facilities, a modern athletic centre, the first-class 
X-BIONIC® HOTEL and top-flight convention space.

The resort is ideally located 30 minutes from Bratislava, 60 minutes 
from Vienna and two hours from Budapest, all with international airports 
and connections to other major European cities and elsewhere around 
the world.

  112 seats 
Tuli® Cinema

         Training facilities available 

     for 27 Olympic sports

    12 luxury 
              penthouses

     Europe’s most advanced 
                       equestrian centre

      50 metre 
Olympic-sized pool  
          and water park amusements               Wellness centre 

                with 7 saunas 
           and whirlpool baths

           Restaurants and bars 
                      to choose from

   Over 
1,000,000 square meters 
      in area

x-bionic® spherex-bionic® sphere

Ideal location 
            25 km from Bratislava
                      90 km from Vienna
                  170 km from Budapest 
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282 luxury rooms
               accommodating up to      

        1,150 guests



x-bionic® sphere

INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED 
SPORTS EVENTS 

x-bionic® sphere organises several international and world events ranging 
from prestigious equestrian and swimming competitions to globally 
recognised athletic meets and triathlon championships. Every one of 
these events stands out with its own unique atmosphere, diversity 
and the exclusive services x-bionic® sphere provides both athletes and 
spectators only in the best facilities.

The Longines FEI World Endurance Championships was recently hosted 
by x-bionic® sphere, with 133 riders competing from 45 countries on five 
continents. Starting in the event was Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai, alongside world favourite Jaume 
Punti Dachs. The sports season continued with The Championship and more 
than 1,000 triathletes including top-ranked international competitors. During 
the triathlon two-time Olympic gold-medallist Alistair Brownlee toured the 
resort along with multiple world champion Sebastian Kienle and Sheikh 
Nasser bin Hamad Al Khalifa of Bahrain. To the great pleasure of the sports 
community, x-bionic® sphere is reviving after six years the legendary P-T-S, 
an athletic meet that has in the past featured current and former athletic 
stars such as Alberto Juantorena and Sergei Bubka.

MAJOR WORLD COMPETITIONS

◻  Longines FEI World Endurance Championships
◻  The Championship
◻  Pravda-Televízia-Slovnaft Athletic Meet
◻  FEI European Jumping Championships for Young Riders, Juniors and Children

 

Top world    
      athletes

Special atmosphere                
            and exclusive services

x-bionic® sphere

Best facilities    
    for athletes 
            and spectators 

    Olympic 
training centre
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X-BIONIC® HOTEL X-BIONIC® HOTEL
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X-BIONIC® HOTEL

Located directly at the centre of x-bionic® sphere, X-BIONIC® HOTEL is 
just the right place for your event. The building provides completely new 
opportunities for organising specialised conferences, seminars, corporate 
parties and banquets, teambuilding or business meetings.

The hotel offers 12 different types of convention and conference rooms 
with a total 1,850 seats. Here you can find the region’s largest convention 
hall, accommodating 600 guests, or take advantage of the convention foyer, 
which itself can hold more than 1,000 people. High-tech equipment and 
superior technical facilities are always available along with a professional, 
qualified staff to make sure your event runs smoothly and guests enjoy 
themselves. Your satisfaction is our number one concern. To top off your 
convention, X-BIONIC® HOTEL has a wide range of additional leisure time 
activities directly at the resort to make your event unforgettable.

Our resort shuttle fleet has fully air-conditioned Renault sedans, vans and 
microbuses to match the number of people in your party and their luggage. 
For more demanding clients, X-BIONIC® HOTEL offers a comfortable ride in 
a Mercedes Maybach luxury limousine with free Wi-Fi. We also work with 
cruise ship companies to provide quick and comfortable transport and 
excursions on the Danube River.



COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

X-BIONIC® HOTEL offers first-class accommodation in 282 x-bionic® private 
sphere rooms and 12 luxury x-bionic® strato sphere apartments.

There are several categories of x-bionic® private sphere rooms available. 
All rooms are spacious, elegantly furnished and equipped with the latest 
large-screen information technology to let guests always learn in advance 
about planned activities and events happening at the resort. Choose from 
any of the following options:

◻  JUNIOR SUITES bedroom, living room and balcony with the option 
    of overlooking the Danube for more demanding guests
◻  DELUXE ROOMS for 3-4 people with either double or twin beds
◻  FAMILY ROOMS two separate bedrooms for 3-4 people with terrace 
    and direct entrance to AdventureLand.

Each room is air-conditioned and offers free Wi-Fi. Parking for all hotel 
guests is at no charge.

x-bionic® private sphere

Select from either the spacious JUNIOR SUITE with living room or the DELUXE ROOM with two separate bedrooms and the option of a room 
overlooking the Danube.

x-bionic® private sphere

        282 elegantly 

           furnished  rooms

Rooms for families 
            with terrace

   Comfortable 
accommodation
               in rooms for up to 

                four people

JUNIOR SUITE 
     overlooking the Danube

46 m2

JUNIOR SUITE
46 m2

DELUXE ROOM

1211



x-bionic® strato sphere offers accommodation in X-BIONIC® HOTEL’s most luxurious rooms. Spacious, exclusively furnished penthouse suites 
provide an atmosphere all its own complemented with works of art by Gordana Glass. The twelve apartments are spread out over three pavilions, 
each with a breath-taking sunset view.

x-bionic® strato sphere

AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE

Experience a place where luxury and a pleasant atmosphere come together. 
Staying at x-bionic® strato sphere is an unforgettable experience.

◻  STUDIO SUITE bedroom, clothes cabinet and bathroom
◻  ONE BEDROOM SUITE bedroom, living room, clothes cabinet 
    and bathroom
◻  JACUZZI SUITE two bedrooms and living room with separate bathrooms   
    and clothes cabinets for each bedroom, 100 square-metre terrace with 
    its own Jacuzzi 

X-BIONIC® HOTEL lets you reserve an entire floor so all top-class services 
may be used with maximum privacy.

Apartments feature noble materials, luxury furnishings and Hästens beds 
to make you feel like you are lying on cotton. x-bionic® strato sphere also 
offers a private, fully-stocked bar along with a lounge, terrace, an inside 
and outside fireplace, and a dining room where you can have an á la carte 
breakfast prepared by X-BIONIC® HOTEL’s own specialised kitchens.

In addition, your own concierge will be available while you are staying 
at x-bionic® strato sphere to meet your every wish and to make your time 
here unforgettable.

24/7 concierge service

x-bionic® strato sphere

VIP check-in

12 exclusive 
            penthouses

1413

Breakfast served in the 
      privacy of your apartment 

66 m2

ONE BEDROOM 
SUITE

66 m2

ONE BEDROOM 
SUITE

94 m2

JACUZZI SUITE
33 m2

STUDIO SUITE



X-BIONIC® SPHERE ACTIVITIES 

x-bionic® sphere is the place for anyone who loves sports and appreciates 
an active lifestyle. Its atmosphere motivates guests, inspiring them to 
overcome their limits. Special equipment and apparatuses for 27 Olympic 
sports makes x-bionic® sphere a top destination for both professional and 
amateur athletes.

The resort houses a gymnastics hall; three-storey, 1,000-square-metre 
fitness centre and the AdventureLand multipurpose playground. You can 
also spend your leisure time either walking or running in the surrounding 
countryside.

Near the outdoor pool you can reserve one of x-bionic® sphere’s four beach 
volleyball sand courts. At the resort you can take advantage of the services 
offered by the Napoli Riding School and also hire a bicycle or scooter there.

x-bionic® sphere

x-bionic® power sphere’s 1,000 square metres is professionally equipped 
with top-brand weightlifting and gym equipment from Eleiko, Cybex and 
Technogym, and is one of the most advanced and best equipped fitness 
centres in Slovakia. There are separate strength and cardio zone sections 
with the option of group coaching and training that truly offers unlimited 
possibilities for anyone to exercise. x-bionic® power sphere includes 
a Pavigym system that has become a pioneer in functional floors, walls 
and all-in-one solutions that incorporate the latest fitness trends.

Whether you exercise alone, with a coach or in a group, the x-bionic® power 
sphere team is here for you.

x-bionic® sphere

Riding school

Beach volleyball
            sand courts

   AdventureLand 
          outdoor multipurpose educational 

playground for children 
              and adults, too 

1615

      3-storey
   fitness centre

Group exercises

Cutting-edge equipment



x-bionic® sphere

Dedicated to elite and amateur athletes and fans, x-bionic® athletic 
sphere is designed to meet the training requirements of athletes, 
professional teams, sports clubs and schools. An oval-shaped track 
with eight lanes, a four-lane oval training track, a long jump track 
with sand landing pit and an ascending/descending track perfect 
for enhanced speed training all meet the highest expectations. 
State-of-the-art equipment make both x-bionic® athletic sphere and 
x-bionic® power sphere the ideal place for most athletic disciplines.

x-bionic® sphere

Discover an incredible gymnastics training facility for professionals, 
children and teenagers. x-bionic® gymnastic sphere is equipped with 
Olympic apparatuses from SPIETH Gymnastics. The hall is designed 
to meet the training programmes followed by professional athletes. 
Its key principles are safety, dynamism and maximum athletic 
performance.

Capacity for up to 
    5,000 spectators

Oval training track

     IAAF standard 
    8 lane oval track

     130 metre 
long jump track
           with sand landing pit

       Teambuilding 
        activities available

    Safety, 
dynamics, maximum    
    sport performance

1817



x-bionic® sphere x-bionic® sphere

Come here both for both maximum athletic performance and to have 
a well-earned rest, with a 50 metres Olympic sized outdoor swimming pool 
(open in the summer), a 25 metres indoor pool, recreational pools with 
diverse amusements such as geysers, massage effect nozzles and white 
water, and both outdoor and indoor baby pools. For fun and thrills, there 
are also two year-round indoor and two outdoor “toboggan” slides and 
two regular outdoor waterslides.

The indoor and outdoor swimming pools, along with the entire pool area, 
are designed to conform to requirements for training camps and organised 
athletic swimming events, water polo and synchronised swimming. 
Families with children will especially appreciate the water amusements 
operating year-round.

Here is the place to go to recover your physical and psychological strength 
after a demanding day. And it is here where you can relax and indulge 
yourself. Your absolute comfort is taken care of by certified spa therapists. 
At x-bionic® wellness sphere, you will find many ways to cool off and 
reenergise.

The wide range of treatments and wellness attractions includes seven 
different saunas along with an outdoor cooldown pool, a warmup pool, 
salt cave, Kneipp bathing pool, three whirlpool baths, a Turkish bath and 
many types of massages and treatments. Besides classic therapies, take 
the opportunity to try exotic Thai treatments handled by experienced 
therapists from Thailand whose talents make for an experience you will 
always remember.

      Different types of

massages and treatments

7 different saunas

   Hammam

Turkish bath

      50 metres 
   outdoor pool 

      25 metres 
     indoor pool     

 Water amusements
                  year round

2019

Salt cave 
    and tepidarium



x-bionic® sphere

ACTIVITIES NEAR X-BIONIC® SPHERE

x-bionic® sphere is located in quiet surroundings on the banks of the 
Danube, not far from Čilistov, a recreational resort that offers additional 
opportunities for sports and fun leisure activities.

Other nearby resorts you can visit are the 18-hole Welten Golf Club in 
Báč and the SLOVAKIA RING motorsport complex, 21 kilometres away, 
where a safe driving course lets you test your driving skills in wet 
conditions and learn how to overcome risky situations on the road.

The opposite bank of the Danube has extreme sports to raise your 
adrenaline level at Divoká Voda (White Water) and Čunovo Action Park.

21

x-bionic® sphere
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WELTEN Golf Club is situated just eight kilometres from x-bionic® sphere, 
creating the ideal conditions and combination for organising an incredible 
corporate golf tournament. The golf course was completed in 2007 and 
ever since has provided guests with the highest standard of services. 
The 6,170-metre, 18-hole, par 72 has many bunkers to make the course 
challenging for players of any skill level.

Besides the main golf course, WELTEN also has a driving range, a practice 
area where lessons are also given and a three-hole practice course ideal for 
beginners. The practice area also has two chipping and putting greens 
alongside a 300-metre-long model driving range with seven target 
greens. WELTEN also has something rare in Slovakia – the driving range 
is lit at night to bring a whole new experience different from ordinary 
golf. In the case of inclement weather, players can use the covered part 
of the teeing area. The course grounds are spread out near a reconstructed 
manor house in which the restaurant and the WELTEN clubhouse are 
located.

There are other possibilities close to x-bionic® sphere to play golf. Within 
30 kilometres from the resort is the Hrubá Borša Golf Club, the Bernolákovo 
Black River Golf Resort and the Sedin Golf Resort.

      8 km 
from x-bionic® sphere

18 holes

Discounted group 
          packages

Turnkey events
     prepared with shuttles
between x-bionic® sphere

                and the golf course 

     Ideal place for 

corporate tournaments

Optional excursions 

Extreme sport 
     experiences

      Diverse 
cycle routes



x-bionic® sphere

x-bionic® sphere is located close to SLOVAKIA RING, the country’s largest 
motorsport complex. The professional, versatile SLOVAKIA RING includes 
the first racetrack in Slovakia approved by the International Automobile 
Federation (FIA). Besides professional motorsports, SLOVAKIA RING brings 
guests a unique opportunity to improve their own driving skills, try a quick 
drive, practice their driving technique or just savour the joy of sitting behind 
the wheel. Both racing teams and agencies now have the ideal space for 
organising high-power events in all facets.

The complex is just the right venue for corporate events, whether organised 
for your business partners or employees. A remarkable programme, full of 
experiences for your guests to always remember, can be prepared anytime.
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         Reserve the 
 track circuit 

Learn to drive 
       in wet conditions

      Racing 
and teambuilding activities 

x-bionic® sphere
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There are very few places you can cycle and not encounter hills. But the 
trails around x-bionic® sphere will satisfy the desire of anyone who prefers 
the flat, picturesque dam reservoir cycle trails running along the Danube. 
The resort lies along EuroVelo 6, a well-known international cycle trail 
linking 10 countries over 3,653 kilometres. If adventure is what you seek, 
then visit the cycle trail winding through the Little Carpathians, just 20 
kilometres away from x-bionic® sphere. The change in elevation as the 
forest route rises and descends, alongside the diversity of surfaces, 
ensures an extreme experience in one of the most gorgeous corners of 
Slovakia.

You do not need your own bicycle for a cycling experience at x-bionic® biking 
sphere. Select from a wide selection of bicycles for hire and enjoy a ride 
along the scenic plains.

Safe driving courses

      Drive a tuned up 

       race cars 

       International 

EuroVelo route

      Different 
cycle routes
           with minimum hills



x-bionic® sphere
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Water sports

              Local

sightseeing cruises

x-bionic® sphere
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DIVOKÁ VODA AND ČUNOVO FUN 
PARK 

Divoká Voda (White Water) is a sports centre, an island of experiences 
and an oasis of joy. Besides raising adrenaline and endorphin levels, it 
showcases the individual responsibilities and teamwork vital to success, 
reducing stress and providing experiences and memories to last a lifetime. 
Building a team as you work together playing a sport brings an effect that 
is thrilling. Try it for yourself and see!

Right nearby Divoká Voda is Čunovo Action Park, another unique place 
for extreme sports. Spread out over an area of 28,000 square metres, up 
to 1,000 visitors can visit the park at one time. It has 26 fun and extreme 
attractions, sports grounds and more than 110 team activities available.

x-bionic® sphere can arrange comprehensive teambuilding programmes 
focusing on all teamwork attributes such as working together effectively, 
time management, communication, strategy and trust, while the 
programmes themselves are stylish, thematic and include the three basic 
features essential to success: practical knowledge, good experiences 
and fun.

ČILISTOV RECREATION CENTRE

Čilistov Recreational Centre is located on the bank of the Danube River 
not far from Gabčíková Dam and 20 kilometres away from Bratislava. It 
offers guests a number of leisure options like pétanque, tennis, badminton, 
sailing and water sports.

Čilistov’s magnificent surroundings include Lake Lagúna, part of Hotel 
Kormorán. During the summer, both the hotel and lake become major 
destinations for corporate events and teambuilding. The well-maintained 
lakeside beach has pleasant seating right at the water where you can enjoy 
a refreshing drink or small snack. Another quite interesting event to see 
while staying at Lake Lagúna is the Dragon Boat Races, suitable even for 
large groups, and there is also rowing, paddle-boarding and other options 
available.

Near Lake Lagúna is Kormorán Dock, a port of call for the cabin cruisers, 
excursion boats and small watercraft that ply the Danube. Cruise vessels 
docked at the port may be reserved for different occasions and sightseeing 
cruises for the public are likewise organised from Kormorán Dock.

Extreme activities 
        and fun

Team games 
    and sports

Dragon boat races



x-bionic® convention spherex-bionic® convention sphere
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THE ONE PLACE FOR YOUR EVENT

x-bionic® convention sphere brings new opportunities to organising 
conferences, corporate parties and banquets along with teambuilding 
and business meetings.

There are 12 different types of convention and conference rooms in one 
place, with a total capacity of 1,850. The region’s largest convention hall 
has room for 600 guests, while x-bionic® sphere’s convention foyer seats 
up to 1,000 guests. Here you can also find the unmatched Tuli® Cinema, 
where up to 112 visitors can sit in exceptional comfort on Tuli beanbags 
in front of a stage and large screen, both of which can be used for various 
presentations and corporate events. High-end technical equipment, 
a superior background and qualified staff have what it takes to meet the 
expectations of even the most demanding clients.

All rooms at x-bionic® convention sphere are equipped with state-of-the-art 
audio-visual technology and comfortable Wiesner-Hager seats, free 
broadband Wi-Fi and parking at no charge for anyone attending your event. 
In addition, x-bionic® sphere brings you attractive branding opportunities.



More than 1,850 seats 
   in the convention centre

      High-end technical equipment

Largest convention hall 
           with room for 600 guests

12 convention halls
       and conference rooms

x-bionic® convention spherex-bionic® convention sphere
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AdventureLand

AT

Aula

M



x-bionic® convention sphere
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x-bionic® convention sphere

€ 500.00 

€ 1500.00

€ 900.00

€ 650.00

€ 650.00

€ 600.00

€ 300.00

€ 200.00

€ 200.00

€ 200.00

€ 400.00

€ 400.00

€ 400.00

€ 800.00

€ 650.00

€ 800.00 

€ 800.00

€ 800.00

€ 3000.00

€ 2000.00

€ 800.00 

€ 1900.00

€ 1200.00

€ 950.00

€ 950.00

€ 900.00

€ 550.00

€ 350.00

€ 350.00

€ 350.00

€ 700.00

€ 700.00

€ 700.00

€ 1100.00

€ 950.00

€ 1200.00 

€ 1200.00

€ 1500.00

€ 4000.00

€ 3000.00
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600

264

120

90

90

×

40

40

40

×

×

×

112

×

×

420

160

84

60

60

19

24

24

24

×

×

×

×

35

108

66.8 × 14.5 × 3.2

16.8 × 35.6 × 6.5

17.4 × 15.4 × 3.2

11.7 × 11.8 × 3.2

8.8 × 11.9 × 3.2

8.6 × 11.8 × 3.2

6.1 × 8.5 × 3.2

7.9 × 5.7 × 3.2

7.9 × 5.7 × 3.2

8.1 × 5.7 × 3.2

5.7 × 5.4 × 3.2

8.6 × 5.8 × 3.2

5.3 × 9.1 × 3.2

33.0 × 17.5 × 6.5

11.5 × 6.1 × 3.3

12.5 × 14.9 × 2.7 (3.1)

11.5 × 11.1

N/A

59.4 × 9.6

m² 

969

598

268

138

105

102

52

45

45

46

31

48

48

576

70

186

177

129

19,100

570

214

CONGRESS FOYER

VICTORY by

ENERGY 

INNOVATION

INSPIRATION

MOTIVATION

TALENT by 

ACTION

TRUST

FOCUS

COURAGE

SPIRIT

POWER

TULI® CINEMA

PLAY FUN

AULA

OCTOPUS LOUNGE

ROOF TOP LOUNGE

ADVENTURE LAND

MAIN STADIUM LOUNGE

RIDER'S CLUB

550

200

100

80

80

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

360

160

72

48

48

×

×

×

×

12

×

14

×

×

×

270

120

54

36

36

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

maximum 1000 – open area

30-person capacity

10-person capacity

Up to 130 inside + 180 at the outdoor terrace

Up to 50 inside + 300 at the outdoor terrace

Conference Room
Theatre Classroom Dimensions Reception Banquet Cabaret

Rates
(unless you opt for the conference package)

I-shape  U-shape  Geneva
Floor Lighting Projector /

Full HD display

DL – daylight  /  AL – artificial light  /  C – carpet  /  W – wood flooring  /  S – stone flooring  /  P – projector with screen  /  TV – Full HD 



VICTORY by                     598 m2

Victory is x-bionic® sphere’s largest convention hall for arranging the largest conferences, 
conventions, balls, corporate parties and other large events. What also makes this room 
exceptional is its 6.5-meter-high ceiling, which no other space around has.

x-bionic® convention sphere x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

€ 1500 € 1900   

Built-in audio system with 21 ceiling speakers 
and speakerphones, four built-in microphones

Two projectors and two 5 × 3 m screens with 
optional independent projections

Daylight and electronically controlled lighting 
with light intensity controller

Dimensions: 16.8 × 35.6 × 6.5 m
Total area: 598 m2

iPad to control lighting, projectors and screens

Wi-Fi connection, speaker’s stand, flipchart, 
laser pointer, pads and pens

Variable seating arrangement, direct 400 W 
outlet (1 × 32 A, 1 × 40 A, 1 × 63 A), carpeting, 
air-conditioning, LCD touchscreen navigation, 
LED lighting, conference room has its own toilets 
and smoking area

INCLUDES:

600 270 90420 110132360

Theatre Cabaret I-shapeClassroom U-shapeGenevaBanquetReception

550

SEATS 360SEATS 600

FLEXIBLE 
SEATING

3433



ENERGY 268 m2

Energy is the name of the 268 square metres conference room most requested at 
x-bionic® sphere. It seats 264 in a theatre setting and is fully equipped with a built-in 
audio system. There are two screens available for use during your event with two 
different projections able to be shown on them.

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Built-in audio system with ceiling speakers 
and speakerphones, two built-in microphones

Two projectors and two 5 × 3 m screens 
with optional independent projections

Daylight and electronically controlled lighting 
with light intensity controller, electronically 
adjustable curtains

Dimensions: 17.4 × 15.4 × 3.2 m
Total area: 268 m2

iPad to control lighting, projectors and screens

Variable seating arrangement, carpeting, 
air-conditioning, LCD touchscreen navigation, 
LED lighting, conference room has its own 
smoking area

Wi-Fi connection, speaker’s stand, flipchart, 
laser pointer, pads and pens

INCLUDES:

264 120 30160 4664

€ 900 € 1200   

x-bionic® convention sphere

200 160

3635

SEATS 264SEATS 160

FLEXIBLE 
SEATING

Theatre Cabaret I-shapeClassroom U-shapeGenevaBanquetReception



INNOVATION 138 m2

Innovation is one of x-bionic® sphere’s three medium-sized conference rooms, with 
an area of 138 square metres. It has its own entrance foyer usable as either as a 
cloakroom or for coffee breaks. Likewise, the conference room has its own toilets 
right at the entrance. Innovation is equipped with two projectors and two separate 
screens with the option of displaying separate content on each.  

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Built-in audio system with ceiling speakers 
and speakerphones – recommended to order 
a microphone for the speaker due to the room’s 
dimensions and capacity 

Two projectors and two 5 × 3 m screens 
with optional independent projections

Daylight and electronically controlled lighting 
with light intensity controller, electronically 
adjustable curtains

Dimensions: 11.7 × 11.8 × 3.2 m
Total area: 138 m2

iPad to control lighting, projectors and screens

Variable seating arrangement, carpeting, 
air-conditioning, LCD touchscreen navigation, 
entrance foyer to private toilets and cloakroom, 
direct access to smoking area

Wi-Fi connection, speaker’s stand, flipchart, 
laser pointer, pads and pens

INCLUDES:

120 54 2084 3444

€ 650 € 950 

100 72

x-bionic® convention sphere

SEATS 120

FLEXIBLE 
SEATING

3837

Theatre Cabaret I-shapeClassroom U-shapeGenevaBanquetReception



INSPIRATION 105 m2

Inspiration is the ideal room for organising seminars, workshops and corporate 
meetings, comfortably seating up to 90 people. It has its own entrance foyer with 
cloakroom and coffee break area to ensure no one is disturbed during a conference. 
The conference room also has its own toilets at the entrance.  

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Built-in audio system with ceiling speakers 
and speakerphones – recommended to order 
a microphone for the speaker due to the room’s 
dimensions and capacity

Projector with electronically adjustable screen

Daylight and electronically controlled lighting 
with light intensity controller, electronically 
adjustable curtains

Dimensions: 8.8 × 11.9 × 3.2 m
Total area: 105 m2

iPad to control lighting, projectors and screens

Variable seating arrangement, carpeting, 
air-conditioning, LCD touchscreen navigation, 
entrance foyer to private toilets and cloakroom, 
direct access to smoking area

Wi-Fi connection, speaker’s stand, flipchart, 
laser pointer, pads and pens

INCLUDES:

90 36 2460 3240

€ 650 € 950   

48

x-bionic® convention sphere

80

SEATS 60

FLEXIBLE 
SEATING

4039
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MOTIVATION 102 m2

Motivation offers space for up to 90 people in a pleasant air conditioned room with 
daylight. The room is equipped with a projector and screen. A built-in audio system 
delivers fine sound quality, whether from a microphone or video.

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Built-in audio system with ceiling speakers 
and speakerphones – recommended to order 
a microphone for the speaker due to the room’s 
dimensions and capacity

Projector with electronically adjustable screen 
and suspension

Daylight and variable artificial lighting, 
electronically adjustable curtains

Dimensions: 8.6 × 11.8 × 3.2 m
Total area: 102 m2

Variable seating arrangement, carpeting, 
air-conditioning, LCD touchscreen navigation, 
direct access to smoking area

Wi-Fi connection, IdeaPaint wall, markers, pads 
and pens

INCLUDES:

x-bionic® convention sphere

90 36 2460 32404880

€ 600 € 900   

SEATS 32

FLEXIBLE 
SEATING

4241
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TALENT by       52 m2

Talent by HP is equipped with 19 high-end HP brand computers and offers a fixed 
seating arrangement in adjustable swivel chairs. The room is furnished with a scrolling 
screen and projector that can be connected directly from the speaker’s table. It is 
ideal for interactive seminars and training courses. 

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Built-in audio system with ceiling speakers

Projector with electronically adjustable screen, 
choice of connection through HP desktop 
computers or your own HDMI input devices

Daylight and variable artificial lighting

Dimensions: 6.1 × 8.5 × 3.2 m
Total area: 52 m2

Conference room equipped with 19 HP computers 
and classroom seating, speaker’s table with HP 
computer directly connected to the projector 
and screen, carpeting, air-conditioning, LCD 
touchscreen navigation, direct access to smoking 
area

Wi-Fi connection, flipchart, laser pointer, pads 
and pens

INCLUDES:

€ 300 € 550    

x-bionic® convention sphere

SEATS 19

FIXED 
SEATING

4443



TRUST / FOCUS / ACTION 
45 m2 / 46 m2 / 45 m2

Trust, Focus and Action are the names of three small convention rooms with variable 
seating layouts, including up to 40 people in a theatre setting or 24 people in a traditional 
classroom arrangement. They are all equipped with modern LCD screens and HDMI 
connection directly from the speaker’s stand. Both daylight and air conditioning enhance 
the overall pleasant interior design of these rooms. There is space for coffee breaks directly 
in the room.

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Built-in audio system with ceiling speakers

LCD FULL HD display through an HDMI link 
to the speaker’s stand

Daylight and variable artificial lighting

Dimensions:
Trust 7.9 × 5.7 × 3.2 m = 45 m2

Focus 8.1 × 5.7 × 3.2 m = 46 m2

Action 7.9 × 5.7 × 3.2 m = 45 m2

Variable seating arrangement, carpeting, 
air-conditioning, LCD touchscreen navigation

Wi-Fi connection, speaker’s stand, flipchart, 
pads and pens

INCLUDES:

40 – 1624 1618–

€ 200 € 350     

x-bionic® convention sphere

–

SEATS 40 SEATS 24 SEATS 16

4645
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COURAGE 31 m2

Courage is one of the most splendid conference rooms anywhere, with a round leather 
table and comfortable seating for up to 12 people in swivel chairs. Up to four connection 
points built into the table link you to the projector. Two LCD screens provide everyone 
with the same quality view and are able to show different content. 

x-bionic® convention sphere x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Built-in audio system with ceiling speakers

2 FULL HD displays, 4 HDMI connection points, 
2 inputs can be independently displayed

Daylight and variable artificial lighting

Dimensions: 5.7 × 5.4 × 3.2 m
Total area: 31 m2

iPad to control audio and video systems

Fixed seating arrangement in leather chairs for 
up to 12 people, wood flooring, air-conditioning, 
LCD touchscreen navigation

Wi-Fi, IdeaPaint wall, markers, pads and pens

INCLUDES:

€ 400 € 700 

SEATS 12

FIXED 
SEATING

4847



SPIRIT 48 m2

In addition to Full HD screens and comfortable seating, the luxurious SPIRIT meeting 
room is equipped with a POLYCOM video conference system. The option of a second 
screen connection ensures 100% quality video calls. Added pleasant bonuses are air 
conditioning and daylight plus a view of AdventureLand

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Built-in audio system ideal 
for videoconferencing

FULL HD display and POLYCOM video 
conference system with HDMI connection points

Daylight and variable artificial lighting

Dimensions: 8.6 × 5.8 × 3.2 m
Total area: 48 m2

iPad to control audio and video systems

Fixed seating arrangement in leather chairs for 
up to 10 people, wood flooring, air-conditioning, 
LCD touchscreen navigation

Wi-Fi, IdeaPaint wall, markers, pads and pens

INCLUDES:

€ 400 € 700   

x-bionic® convention sphere

FIXED
 SEATING

SEATS 10

5049



POWER 48 m2

Power is x-bionic® sphere’s largest meeting room, whose oval leather table seating 
up to 14 people exudes exclusivity. Coffee breaks can be held directly in the room. 
Power features an IdeaPaint wall, multiple Full HD display connection points, daylight 
lighting, air-conditioning and cosy luxurious furniture. This is the ideal room for 
smaller discussions, meetings and conferences.

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Built-in audio system

FULL HD display with two HDMI connection 
points directly built into the oval table

Daylight and variable artificial lighting

Dimensions: 8.6 × 5.8 × 3.2 m
Total area: 48 m2

iPad to control audio and video systems

Fixed seating arrangement in leather chairs for 
up to 14 people, wood flooring, air-conditioning, 
LCD touchscreen navigation

Wi-Fi, IdeaPaint wall, markers, pads and pens

INCLUDES:

€ 400 € 700     

x-bionic® convention sphere

FIXED 
SEATING

SEATS 14

5251



AULA 186 m2

The AULA is a spacious conference room with an auditorium seating layout for up to 
108 people, with a back wall consisting of windows to provide plenty of daylight. 
The auditorium is equipped with a projector and retractable screen, two whiteboards
and a speaker’s stand with microphone, while the walls of the room are specially 
adapted to ensure good acoustics.

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

INCLUDES:

€ 650 € 950     

x-bionic® convention sphere

Built-in audio system

Projector with electronically adjustable screen, 
choice of connection through HP desktop 
computers or your own HDMI input devices

Daylight and variable artificial lighting

Dimensions: 12.5 × 14.9 × 2.7-3.1 m
Total area: 186 m2

iPad to control audio and video systems

Fixed seating arrangement for up to 108, 
carpeting, air-conditioning, LCD touchscreen 
navigation

Speaker’s stand, Wi-Fi, 2 IdeaPaint walls, 
markers, pads and pens

SEATS 108

FIXED 
SEATING

5453



TULI® CINEMA 576 m2

The one-of-a-kind Tuli® Cinema’s original design makes it the first ever cinema of its 
type in Slovakia. The colours and exceptional architecture gets the audience right away 
into the mood. The custom-designed hall is equipped with cutting-edge technology, 
high-quality sound and especially non-traditional, comfortable Tuli® beanbag seats 
tailored to viewer needs.

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Dolby Digital Surround 7.1

Artificial lighting

Screen dimensions: 12.0 × 5.0 m
HDMI connection to the stage
Projection of presentations available

Dimensions: 33.0 × 17.5 × 6.5 m
Total area: 576 m2

Optional increase of capacity to 142 tuli® beanbags
Chairs available

INCLUDES:

€ 800 € 1100 

x-bionic® convention sphere

SEATS 112

SEATING ON 
TULI® BEANBAGS

5655

Seating on tuli® beanbags                       

Private presentations available

 
Stage for different arrangements 

   
High-quality sound and perfect images

        Option for 
on-screen projections



OCTOPUS LOUNGE 177 m2

Octopus Lounge is the ideal venue for exclusive events. Enjoy a welcome drink or glass 
of wine, coffee breaks and more in magnificent, luxurious and stylish surroundings. 
In addition to comfortable Fendi seats, the lounge has an enormous library and cosy 
fireplace for you to enjoy. Works of art by Gordana Glass add the finishing touch 
to the gorgeous interior.

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Daylight

Dimensions: 21.1 × 5.6 × 3.1 m
Total area: 118 m2

Dimensions:  9.8 × 6.0 × 3.1 m 
Total area: 59 m2

INCLUDES:

€ 800 € 1200

x-bionic® convention sphere

    Highly luxurious conference space                       

Fireplace and private library

Comfortable seating

     Ideal location for 

discussions and informal meetings                      

       Suitable also for

receptions and get-togethers 
                 over a drink                            

SEATS 24

A

B
B

A

SEATS 6

5857



RIDER’S CLUB 607 m2

Rider’s Club is a unique and stylish set of rooms located directly at the centre of the 
riding arena at x-bionic® equestor sphere. A stone hearth with a roaring fire creates 
a cosy atmosphere, while the cascading terraces are ideal for sitting at round tables 
or on comfortable couches.

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

          INSIDE

Dimensions: 32.3 × 4,6-9.6 m 
Total area: 214 m2

          6 TERRACES

Dimensions: 17.0 × 3.7 m 
Total area: 393 m2

INCLUDES:

€ 2000  € 3000  

x-bionic® convention sphere

   A unique place
dividing the indoor riding arena into two

   Its own 
indoor bar

SEATS UP TO 350
SEATS 50

TERRACE TERRACE

TERRACE TERRACE

TERRACE

TERRACE

Built-in fireplace                  

Seating at a 
       cascading  terrace

Outdoor balcony with a view 

                    of the Main Stadium

6059
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MAIN STADIUM LOUNGE  1,217 m2

The setting sun is the most charming sight to be seen in this incredible place in the heart 
of x-bionic® equestor sphere. The Main Stadium Lounge is ideal for luxurious corporate 
and private parties, celebrations and dinners. It is furnished in equestrian style and 
together with its glass-enclosed terrace can comfortable seat up to 130 people in festive 
round tables.

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

Daylight

INSIDE
Dimensions: 59.4 × 9.6 m
Total area: 570 m2

          338 m2

          233 m2

TERRACES
Dimensions: 2.0 × 3.2 m
Total area: 646 m2

          377 m2 

          135 m2

          135 m2

INCLUDES:

€ 3000 € 4000 

x-bionic® convention sphere

Cosy glassed-in areas

Outdoor fireplace                  

Furnished in equestrian style

SEATS UP TO 310
SEATS 130

A

A

B

BC

C

D

DE

E
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Best view of the magical setting sun                   



ROOF TOP LOUNGE – 
WALLABY / SHARK / ARMADILLO  
207 m2

The Rooftop Lounge is a cosy space at the lodging area of x-bionic® strato sphere, 
offering comfortable seating by a fireplace and a special atmosphere, or an enclosed 
area with a single table.

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

INCLUDES:

€ 800 € 1200     

x-bionic® convention sphere

       Pleasant 

atmosphere by the fire                       

Private enclosed area
                               with its own bar

Spacious terrace

Daylight

INSIDE
Dimensions: 11.5 × 11.1 m
Total area: 129 m2

          103 m2

          28 m2

          11 m2

TERRACE
Dimensions: 19.0 × 4.3 m
Total area: 78 m2

TERRACE

A

A

B

B

C
C

SEATS 10

6463



PLAYFUN 88 m2

PlayFun is a children’s play area not just for hotel guests, but also designed to be 
just the right place for children’s parties, smaller events and creative clubs. The room 
is fully equipped with children’s toilets and wash basins. PlayFun also has various 
games, toys and mini-tables with chairs. Come enjoy a mountain of fun!

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

INCLUDES:

upon request upon request

Built-in audio system

Projector with electronically adjustable screen, 
desktop computer connection

Daylight and variable artificial lighting

PLAYROOM
Dimensions: 11.5 × 6.1 × 3.2 m 
Total area: 70 m2

ENTRANCE
Dimensions: 5.9 × 3.0 × 2.9 m 
Total area: 18 m2

Projector, screen, Wi-Fi, basic sound system

x-bionic® convention sphere

      Suitable for 

children’s parties and celebrations

Projection screen and projector

Playroom  located directly in the hotel
                   

SEATS 35

Playroom and creative area

6665



ADVENTURELAND 19,100 m2

AdventureLand is an outdoor multipurpose educational playground for children and 
adults of all ages, spread out over an area of 19,100 square metres along the bank 
of the Danube and located right on the grounds of x-bionic® sphere. It is the ideal venue 
for corporate events, sports games or teambuilding.

x-bionic® convention sphere

RENTAL RATES:         

INCLUDES:

€ 600 € 1200  |  weekdays   

€ 800 € 1500   |  weekends

Playground area: 12,800 m2 

Total area: 19,100 m2

x-bionic® convention sphere

Pleasant location 
      right on the Danube

Directly accessible from  Family hotel  rooms

Climbing frames, swings 
                 and obstacle course

Attractions for children and adults 

Appropriate for teambuilding
                            

Outdoor  multipurpose educational playground 

6867



TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
IN CONFERENCE ROOMS

x-bionic® sphere can along with our specialists provide you with 
state-of-the-art technical equipment ranging from built-in hardware 
right in the room to portable devices you can request.

We will be glad to assist you in arranging a room, choosing decorations, 
branding and any special effects desired.

x-bionic® sphere can also help you plan your event programme. If you are 
interested, we can even provide you with tips and contacts for artists, 
all according to your requirements.

x-bionic® convention sphere

7069

x-bionic® convention sphere

x-bionic® sphere can prepare you an exact quote based on your own detailed specifications and meeting your requirements.

Prices for technical/conference equipment and related services

Interpreter

Video overhead and conference recording

LED video wall

Video mapping 

Wireless/lapel microphone

Desktop microphone system 

Full HD TV 55 / 65 / 75

Notebook

UFO/CISCO conference telephone

Technical supportSERVICES

EQUIPMENT

An experienced, dedicated technician will be available during your event. There 
is nothing else you need to worry about as our technician will make sure that 
everything goes smoothly with no technical problems.

to specifications

to specifications

to specifications

to specifications

€ 60.00

€ 30.00 + € 10.00 per microphone 

€ 80.00 / € 100.00 / € 120.00

€ 60.00

€ 50.00 

Portable speakers

Spotlight

Printer and copier

Mobile projector

Document camera

Flipchart + paper + markers

Portable whiteboard

Speaker’s kit

Cork board

Laser pointer

Room divider

Dance floor 

Stage

€ 48.00

€ 100.00 per light 

to specifications

to specifications

€ 80.00

€ 10.00

€ 30.00

€ 35.00

€ 10.00

included

€ 10.00 per divider

€ 12.00 per square metre

€ 9.00 per square metre

 € 120.00               € 180.00



x-bionic® flavour spherex-bionic® flavour sphere
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VISIT OUR RESTAURANTS AND BARS

At x-bionic® sphere, ordinary dining is turning into a true culinary experience. 
Choose from an imaginative menu and different catering concepts. 

x-bionic® sphere has four restaurants, each with their own concept. 
Olym-Pick is a buffet-style restaurant serving breakfast and also offering 
a wide selection of food and beverages during the day. APANI® offers 
a menu of healthy Japanese specialties prepared by experienced chefs. 
You will be pleasantly surprised by the atmosphere at Farrier's Steak 
House, an equestrian restaurant whose stylish rustic interior features 
an original Tuscan stove and bar stools shaped like horse saddles. Finally, 
Golden Garden is x-bionic® sphere’s own experiential restaurant, regularly 
organising special presentations by major chefs from around the world 
along with tastings from a selected menu.

Besides the restaurants, x-bionic® sphere has a bar and café. Located 
at the hotel foyer, X-Bar is the perfect place to enjoy a cup of coffee and 
fresh homemade desserts. At Legends’ Bar, you can order from a number 
of alcoholic beverages and soft drinks, play billiards, bowling or enjoy 
a smoke in the cigar room.



x-bionic® flavour sphere

Restaurant / bar
Number of seats

386

90

46

154

37

86

31

240

150

90

46

24

60

Dimensions

39.8 × 17.9

18.0 × 21.0

15.1 × 8.7

14.5 × 5.8

18.6 × 14.7

12.0 × 8.7

39.3 × 11.8 

18.5 × 11.6

20.8 × 11.8

17.7 × 12.0

 

10.3 × 4.1

20.0 × 10.6

m² 

712

260 + terrace

131

495 

84

192

104

460

215

245

212

44

123

OLYM-PICK 

APANI®

GOLDEN GARDEN

FARRIER’S STEAK HOUSE 

     FARRIER’S STEAK HOUSE 1st FLOOR

     FARRIER’S STEAK HOUSE 2nd FLOOR

     FARRIER’S SALOON

LEGENDS’ BAR 

     LEGENDS’ BAR FRONT

     LEGENDS’ BAR REAR

X-BAR

PONTOON x-bionic® sphere

     PONTOON x-bionic® sphere CAFÉ

     PONTOON x-bionic® sphere TERRACE

73

x-bionic® flavour sphere

74

AdventureLand

ATM

Farrier’s

    Pontoon
x-bionic® sphere



Olym-Pick Restaurant 945 m2

Choose from a wide range of delicious meals and beverages available at the self-service 
Olym-Pick restaurant, whose menu includes different homemade pastas, crispy pizzas, 
lava stone cooked meals and international cuisine. In addition, Olym-Pick prepares 
a number of healthy meals tailored to different dietary requirements.

x-bionic® flavour sphere x-bionic® flavour sphere

International cuisine

Grilled meals                 

Fit corner offering healthy meals

  Buffet-style restaurant 

     Fresh

homemade pasta and pizza                         

SEATS 386

            Capacity for up to 386 guests
                            

SIZE:     

         DINING ROOM

Dimensions: 39.8 × 17.9 m
Total area: 712 m2

         FOOD COUNTER

Dimensions: 19.6 × 12.1 m
Total area: 233 m2

7675

A

A

B
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APANI® Restaurant 260 m2

APANI® serves healthy Japanese specialties whose flavour and variety will amaze you. 
When preparing the food, particular emphasis is placed on the quality and freshness 
of the raw ingredients to be used. The concept behind the restaurant opens up 
opportunities for organising cooking classes personalised to customer requirements.

x-bionic® flavour sphere

Dimensions: 18.0 × 21.0 m 
Total area: 260 m2 + outdoor terrace

x-bionic® flavour sphere

       Food prepared 

  right in front of you 

           Only the 
highest quality ingredients                            

    Genuine 
Japanese cuisine
                            

SEATS 90      

        Cooking classes
                                    organised 

7877

SIZE:     



Golden Garden 243 m2

Golden Garden is an exclusive restaurant whose unique design makes it the best place 
to enjoy an experiential menu to satisfy the most demanding guests. With 46 seats, 
this is an excellent choice for special corporate or private events. 

x-bionic® flavour sphere

    Acclaimed chefs 
                        from around the world

Specially designed menu
SEATS 46

        RESTAURANT

Dimensions: 15.1 × 8.7 m 
Total area: 131 m2

        KITCHEN

Dimensions: 6.5 × 9.0 m 
Total area: 59 m2

        ENTRANCE

Dimensions: 9.3 × 5.7 m 
Total area: 53 m2

x-bionic® flavour sphere

Open kitchen

Pop-up dinners

         The restaurant 

for extraordinary occasions

8079
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Farrier’s Steak House 411 m2

A fabled restaurant with an original interior and equestrian style designed not just for 
gourmets who love high-quality meat. Get warm in winter by the fireplace or just enjoy 
a snifter of brandy while sitting on a saddle at the bar.

x-bionic® flavour sphere x-bionic® flavour sphere

Original Tuscan stove

Elegant, equestrian-style rustic interior 
1st FLOOR
Dimensions: 14.5 × 5.8 m
Total area: 84 m2

2nd FLOOR

        RESTAURANT

Dimensions: 18.6 × 9.6-14.7 m
Total area: 192 m2

        LOUNGE

Dimensions: 12.0 × 8.7 m
Total area: 104 m2

        TERRACE

Total area: 115 m2

1st FLOOR

2nd FLOOR

SEATS 37

SEATS 86
restaurant

SEATS 64
terrace

SEATS 31
lounge

One-of-a-kind steakhouse

    Summer terrace with tuli® beanbags

       and a view of the Farrier Arena

8281

SIZE:     
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Legends’ Bar 460 m2

The perfect place for a relaxed meeting and a drink or cigar with friends and business 
partners, with room for more than 240 guests. The bar atmosphere is enhanced 
by a stage for artists and small groups to perform on occasion. Legends’ Bar even 
has a fantastic piano. The rear of the bar has bowling alleys, billiard tables and 
an entrance to a cigar lounge to make the area the ideal venue for organising 
teambuilding and corporate meetings.

x-bionic® flavour sphere x-bionic® flavour sphere

Stage for smaller groups

Bowling and billiards

Cigar lounge                            

Ideal for meetings 

                                over a drink

FRONT PART INCL. BAR REAR PART INCL. BOWLING ALLEY AND CIGAR ROOM

        FRONT

Dimensions: 18.5 × 11.6 m 
Total area: 215 m2

        REAR

Dimensions: 20.8 × 11.8 m 
Total area: 245 m2

+ option to expand into the atrium

SEATS 90SEATS 150
Available for  tastings of wine, rum 
          and other spirits

8483

SIZE:     
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X-Bar 212 m2

An elegant lobby bar furnished with comfortable high-rise armchairs right at the centre 
of everything happening and yet providing undisturbed privacy. X-Bar is just the place 
for either a workshop meeting or to sit down for a short time with clients over a coffee 
or small cake.

x-bionic® flavour sphere

Dimensions: 17.7 × 12.0 m 
Total area incl. bar: 212 m2

x-bionic® flavour sphere

              Located  directly
   at the hotel foyer

Pleasant and comfortable           
                    seating                           

SEATS 46

             Coffee 

and  fresh homemade 
          desserts served

       Library  where  guests
                     may borrow  books

8685

SIZE:     



PONTOON x-bionic® sphere  167 m2

x-bionic® sphere’s pontoon provides the perfect background for a closed party at an 
exclusive location directly on the Danube. The pontoon is situated a short distance 
from x-bionic® sphere to make it the ideal place to welcome friends sailing along the 
river toward Šamorín. Beautiful views of the Danube, a romantic sunset and maximum 
privacy – all this available at the x-bionic® sphere pontoon.

x-bionic® convention sphere

        CAFÉ AND BAR

Dimensions: 10.3 × 4.1 m 
Total area: 44 m2

        TERRACE AND ENTRANCE

Dimensions: 20.0 × 10.6 m 
Total area: 123 m2

x-bionic® convention sphere

      Sail 
into the resort in style                   

Maximum privacy

Enjoy the setting sun
            with a drink in your hand

SEATS 24

SEATS 60
TERRACE

8887

SIZE:     
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WE WORK WITH THE BEST

Our strong partners are what let us put together for you an unforgettable 
event that exceeds all your expectations; whether full, comprehensive 
coverage of your corporate get-together, booking world-class artists 
or providing unique gifts for people attending your event.

Share your ideas with us and x-bionic® sphere will do its best to satisfy you.

x-bionic® sphere

WE WORK 
WITH THE BEST

9089
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x-bionic® sphere

GORDANA GLASS

x-bionic® sphere has collaborated for several years with Gordana Glass, an 
enterprise operated by a female glassmaker and highly-talented artist. For 
her ability to breathe life into her exquisite glass creations, she is considered 
the genuine “Queen of Glass”. Her artistic skill enables the glass to interpret 
the relationship between people and animals, nature and God, winning over 
art enthusiasts around the world.

This cooperation has led her glass trophies and works of art to be grasped 
in the hands of the world’s most successful athletes at sporting events 
organised by x-bionic® sphere and as gifts presented to major world 
dignitaries such as Albert II, Prince of Monaco and Sheik Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum, Emir of Dubai, Vice President and Prime Minister 
of the United Arab Emirates.

Her glassware gems are also owned by such luminaries as the Queen 
Elizabeth II, King Harald V of Norway, Pope Benedict XVI, German politician 
Ursula von der Leyden, former U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, 
President of Croatia Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović, former German finance 
minister Wolfgang Schäuble, Italian Minister of Economy and Finance 
Pier Carlo Padoan and Bulgarian politician Kristalina Georgievová. 

Last year, Gordana Glass created appreciative glassware for the Globsec 
Security Conference as well as the well-known international Tatra Summit.

x-bionic® sphere

9291

  Artwork 
    for our guests

       Surprise your guests 

with a special gift

         Limited editions 

for exceptional people

Play with lights JAMFILM 1999 – CREATIVE
FULL-SERVICE PRODUCTION
AGENCY

When x-bionic® sphere puts on events technically challenging and demanding 
to produce, it calls upon JAMFILM 1999, who have produced such events 
in Slovakia and the Czech Republic since 1999. They provide complete 
coverage for a television show or a corporate event, having worked on 
spectacular international productions such as Czechoslovakia’s Got Talent, 
X-Factor and many other programmes.

         Producing 
challenging events   

Providing world-class Artists

     Meeting
customer expectations



x-bionic® sphere

PK ACADEMY – PETER KRIŠTOFOVIČ
ACADEMY OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

If you are interested in adding something to your employee training event, 
x-bionic® sphere’s close cooperation with PK Academy offers you several 
ready-made products and seminars.

PK Academy is an education company for entrepreneurs and managers 
established and owned by successful Slovak businessman and motivational 
coach Peter Krištofovič. More than 20 years ago he founded his very first 
firm literally in his child’s nursery room. Today he owns altogether more 
than 40 firms in education, retail, real estate, nutrition and financial services 
in five countries.

PK Academy is the only company in Central and Eastern Europe to have an 
exclusive licence for POWER DAYS, Europe’s most successful motivational 
seminar, which more than 500,000 people from 27 countries have completed. 
Thanks to exclusive cooperation with top German coach Jürgen Höller, 
PK Academy is using the know-how, expertise and methodology of one 
of the world’s best instruction firms in its training sessions and seminars.

PK Academy’s main instructor and speaker is Peter Krištofovič, whose 
training of himself and his associates has built the most successful company 
in Central and Eastern European reforms and whose seminars have helped 
thousands of people in many countries.
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Exploding sales

Life management I

Public speaking 
   – expressing yourself successfully

Power hour

x-bionic® sphere
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OPTIO 

If you need to take your event beyond the realm of x-bionic® sphere’s 
built-in technology, OPTIO has worked with us in the design and engineering 
of the audiovisuals in all of the conference rooms at x-bionic® sphere, in 
Tuli® Cinema and at all other places at the resort. For that reason, they are 
able provide you with unrivalled services here x-bionic® sphere.

In conjunction with OPTIO, x-bionic® sphere would be glad to prepare 
a comprehensive design for a turnkey event including scenic designs and 
visual content creation. The technology available includes concert sound, 
large LED video walls, projection systems suitable for video mapping, 
video directing, camera technology, interpreting technology, live streaming, 
voting machines and Alu design.

Live streaming

Video mapping

Concert sound   
    and large-area  LED walls 

       Camera 
and interpreting  technology



CONTACT OUR SALES DEPARTMENT

Tel.: +421 904 913 037
E-mail: sales@x-bionicsphere.com


